For a ring R with identity 1, a preprime is a nonempty subset T of R which is closed under the two binary operations, addition and multiplication, of R and with -10 T. A prime of R is a preprime of R which is maximal with respect to set inclusion. A field K is locally finite if every member of K is a member of some finite subfield of K. We will show that the primes of (S are exactly those preprimes T(L, W)e^~ with dim* L = 1 4-dim* W.
There is also an associative monoid with zero element reminiscent of a value group for a valuation of a field. One actually finds that this monoid is independent of which prime is used to define it. However, this shows rather that while this concept yields an abelian group when the ring is commutative, it may not be the proper concept in noncommutative rings, see [1, Prop. 2.2] , A number field is a finite field extension of the field Q of rational numbers. In [1, Prop. 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 ], Harrison has shown that for a number field K, the primes are exactly the useful prime divisiors of algebraic number theory and all of them when if is a normal extension of Q. Since the definition of primes is made in arbitrary rings with 1, it is desirous to investigate the concept for nonfields. Commutative rings have been investigated considerably in [1] and [3] . A locally finite field has no primes but {0} (see [1, Lemma 1.4] ). Thus one would expect @ = Hom^ (V, V) to be one of the simplest noncommutative rings to investigate.
All rings are assumed to have an identity. If A and B are subsets of a ring R and d a member of an iϋ-module, dA denotes {daIA e A}, Ad denotes {ad/a e A), A*B denotes {abja eA,beB} and -A denotes { -a/aeA}. K will denote a locally finite field, V a finite dimensional vector space over K, and % -Horn* (V, V) is the ring of all Z-linear transformations of V.
! _• P-productive* A prime P of a ring is called finite if -1 g P infinite otherwise. P is finite if and only if -Pa P. Since the 388 H. G. RUTHERFORD characteristic of K is not zero, every prime of © is finite. Let P be a finite prime of ©. Let B P = {ae®la-PaP},C P = {/3e©/P /3cP} .
We can define A P = B P Π C P since P is a finite prime. For reference see [l, Prop. 1.2, Prop. 1.3] . DEFINITION . Let P be a prime of ©. An element x of V is called P-productive if x&Px. Here F is considered as a ©-module by the operation a v = a(u) for ae®,v eV.
Let P be a prime of ©. We consider K as embedded in © by the isomorphism which sends k into k 1 F for every ke K,l v the identity linear transformation of F. A straight forward generalization of Prop. 2.1 in [1] gives that if a and 6 in K and their product ab is in A P , then αeA P or be P. This gives the following: Proof. For each a e ©, define V a = {xe 7/(1 + α) a? = 0}. V a is easily checked to be a subspace of V. The dimension of V over K is finite so the dimension of V a over K is finite also. Among all a e P choose a β e P with dim^ Vβ ^ dim^ F« for all aeP. Just suppose V β = F. Then (1 + £)a = 0 for all x e V and so 1 + β = 0. Thus -l = βePa contradiction.
Since 
(L\ FΓ')<=Γ(L, W).
The following corollary gives the desired criterion for equality. COROLLARY 
Let T(L', W) and T(L, W) be members of ^~. Then T(L', W) = T(L, W) if and only if L = L r and W = W.
3. The primes in ©• We remarked earlier that all primes of <$ are finite since the characteristic of K is not 0. Thus 4. The value monoid* For any prime P of a ring R, there is a natural subring A Γ of i2 which contains P. In our case A P = B P Π C P Then one can define for each x e R, P: x = {(y, z)/y, zeR, yxz e P} and for a and b e R define a ~ 6 if P: a = P: b. This defines an equivalence relation on R. Let [α] 
Choose β e © with β-L = {0}, /S(i ) -1; for all veD. Then /S e P and /SαL ςz! L, a contradiction. Hence α e T(L, L) and , L) -C P . Similarly B P = T( W, W). Hence A P = T(L, L) n Γ( W, W).
Now we can be more specific that in Lemma 1.1 and give a characterization of A P in terms of P. PROPOSITION 4.2. Let P be a prime of ©. Then A P = P φ iί asiΓ-modules. Proo/. We already know that KaA P and PnAΓ= {0}. Thus it only remains to show that each ae A P is expressible as β + k, β e P, fc G iΓ. Let P = Γ(L, PΓ) as Theorem 3.1 gives. Let L = KvφW. Suppose a e A P . IΐaeP,a = a + 0,0eK. So if a £ P, ah ςt W while aL c L. Thus α^ = kv + w, fc e K, w e W. Consider a -k. aWczW gives (a -k)Wa W since keA P .
Also,
So (a -k)v e W. Thus a-ke T(L, W) = P. Hence a = (a -k) + keP®K.
Hence A P = P@K.
We are now in a position to show that the monoids corresponding* to each prime P of © are all the same monoid. Proof. We will outline the proof in the form of a series of claims, whose proofs are straight forward but often lengthy. We leave their proofs to the reader.
First of all we will show that if a and β are in © and there is <ι keK with β = ka then β ~Pa where ~P denotes the equivalence relation determined by any prime P of @. For if (7, δ) e P: a then 7/5δ = ykaδ = kjaδ eKPaP since KaA P . So (7, S) e P: β. Thus P:aaP: β. Similarly, P:βczP: a, so P: a = P: β and β ~p a.
Now if conversely we can show that if β ~Pa then β -ka for some keK we will have shown that the equivalence relations ~P are really all the same and hence the monoids Γ P and monoid homomorphisms φ P are all the same for each P. To this end, let β ~ P a.
Proof. Let δ e © with δL = Kv, v e V. For (7, δ) to be in P: a, we must have yaKv c W. So choosing 7 € © with this true, one gets <7, δ) e P: a = P: β and so jβKv c W. If βKv Φ aKv, one could redefine a 7 2 e © with (7i, δ)eP: β and (7i, δ) g P: a. This contradiction proves that βKv -aKv, so long as βKv Φ 0. The similar agrument beginning with β will then show that aKv -βKv.
This gives us that if veV, there is an a e K, possibly depending upon v, with βv = aav. We will show that a is independent of the choice of v. Combining the last two claims, we see that if dim A , aV -1, β = aoc for some ae K. If dim A -aV > 1, then we showed α is independent of the choice of v e V used to define it. Hence again β = aa. This concludes the proof that if β ~Pa, then β = αα, aeK.
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